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An accelerated boundary correspondence (i.e. a flat spacetime accelerating mirror trajectory) is
derived for the Kerr spacetime, with a general formula that ranges from the Schwarzschild limit (zero
angular momentum) to the extreme maximal spin case (yielding asymptotic uniform acceleration).
The beta Bogoliubov coefficients reveal the particle spectrum is a Planck distribution at late times
with temperature cooler than a Schwarzschild black hole, due to the ‘spring constant’ analog of
angular momentum. The quantum stress tensor indicates a constant emission of energy flux at late
times consistent with eternal thermal equilibrium.
I. INTRODUCTION
Essentially all astrophysical black holes observed in our
universe are described by the Kerr metric. Quasars in ac-
tive galactic nuclei, supermassive black holes in the cen-
ters of galaxies, and black holes in binary systems whose
eventual inspiral can be measured by gravitational wave
detectors possess angular momentum, and can be ana-
lyzed using the Kerr metric or its perturbations. Thus,
a deeper understanding of the Kerr metric [1] – and how
it affects quantum particle production from black hole
event horizons – is a pertinent question, highly relevant
to the fields of quantum cosmology and quantum field
theory in curved spacetime. However due to the nonlin-
earity of the metric, exact calculations in the Kerr space-
time are difficult and even intractable, in comparison to
its non-rotating partner, the Schwarzschild metric.
To investigate the quantum phenomena produced by
Kerr black holes, we consider a cleaner analog system,
namely an accelerating boundary in flat spacetime, which
replaces gravitational effects with those induced by accel-
eration. A well-known prediction of relativistic quantum
field theory is that accelerated mirrors radiate particles,
a manifestation of the dynamical Casimir effect [2, 3].
Mirrors act as boundaries which act on and transform
incoming field states, especially the vacuum, of quan-
tum fields. For appropriately chosen trajectories, the ra-
diation flux is thermal, and comparisons can be made
with the Hawking radiation emitted from a black hole
formed via gravitational collapse [4–10]. Recent experi-
ments have also been proposed to observe this effect; see
for example [11–14].
While accelerated mirrors have been long-studied in
the literature (see for example, [15–17]), recent works
[18–25] have revisited the problem and demonstrated
that new insights can still be obtained. In particular, the
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application of the so-called accelerated boundary corre-
spondence (ABC) has yielded exact results for the par-
ticle and energy spectrum of Hawking radiation emit-
ted from nontrivial black hole spacetimes, along with
its thermodynamical properties. Recent studies have
analyzed the Schwarzschild [26–28], Schwarzschild with
Planck length [29], Reissner-Nordstro¨m (RN) [30], and
extreme RN [31] cases through a transformation of the
(3+1)-dimensional metric to a (1+1)-dimensional mirror
trajectory in flat spacetime. This approach has also been
applied to the cosmological horizon of de Sitter space,
where an exact thermal distribution was derived [32].
In this paper, we build on previous works and derive
an ABC for the axially symmetric, rotating Kerr metric.
We derive in Sec. II the relation between the Kerr metric,
null shell collapse, and the matching condition for the
accelerated mirror trajectory. In Sec. III, we calculate the
quantum particle spectrum and compare it to the late-
time Schwarzschild mirror solution (the eternal black hole
spectrum of the Carlitz-Willey mirror [9]). We extend the
mapping to the extremal Kerr spacetime (EK) in Sec. IV
and conclude in Sec. V.
II. FROM KERR METRIC TO ACCELERATION
A. Kerr Metric
The Kerr metric is not spherically symmetric, but this
is immaterial to the coordinates describing the collaps-
ing star’s center. The regularity condition at the origin
defines the behaviour of incoming modes, subsequently
governing the character of outgoing particle production
[33–35]. The position of the center of the star is insensi-
tive to the asymmetry of the surface event horizon and a
(1+1)-dimensional model can be constructed by special-
izing to a single plane. Hence, the angular coordinates
are not required in the calculation of the temperature
of the radiation. This was discovered for the late-time
extremal Kerr case by Rothman [34]. We will demon-
strate this fact holds true for both the extremal and non-
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2extremal Kerr spacetimes at all times.
The line element in spatial spherical coordinates is
(throughout this paper we utilize natural units, G = h =
c = kB = 1)
ds2 = gttdt
2 + grrdr
2 + gθθdθ
2 + gφφdφ
2 + 2gtφdtdφ, (1)
with
gtt = −
(
∆− a2 sin2 θ)Σ−1, grr = Σ∆−1,
gθθ = Σ, gφφ = − sin2 θ
[
a2∆ sin2 θ − (r2 + a2)2]Σ−1,
gtφ = −a sin2 θ
(
r2 + a2 −∆)Σ−1, (2)
where
∆ ≡ a2 + r2 − rrs, Σ ≡ a2 cos2 θ + r2,
rs ≡ 2M, a ≡ J/M . (3)
In this parametrization, a is the ‘spin’ or mass-
normalized angular momentum of the rotating black hole
and rs = 2M is the usual Schwarzschild radius.
The corresponding static coordinate metric of the
(1+1)-dimensional Kerr metric can be obtained by set-
ting φ = θ = 0 in the (3+1)-dimensional case, Eq. (1).
This yields the following line element in terms of the ra-
dial and time pieces,
ds2 = −f(r) dt2 + f(r)−1 dr2 , (4)
with
f(r) = 1− 2Mr
r2 + a2
. (5)
Note that this is the same a as that found in Eq. (1).
The metric in (1+1) dimensions is introduced to find the
associated radial trajectory (i.e. the mapping of inside
to outside coordinates, see Sec. II B) of the center of the
black hole in (3+1) dimensions, which can be understood
as the reflecting point of the incoming modes. Hence,
the mirror trajectory in (1+1) is an appropriate model
for describing the collapse and its subsequent effect on
the modes, as far as an analysis of the radiation temper-
ature is concerned. The angular coordinates θ and φ do
not affect the temperature since they do not enter the
equation for f(r). This will illustrate an important 1-
dimensional trait of the Kerr black hole, similar to single
channel Bekenstein entropy flow [36, 37]. The resulting
temperature is for the equivalent (3+1)-dimensional Kerr
black hole.
Equation (4) contains two horizons at the radial coor-
dinates rp,m = M ±
√
M2 − a2 (where rp, rm correspond
to the ± signs respectively), which reduce to the event
horizon, r = rs, and the curvature singularity, r = 0, of
the Schwarzschild metric in the limit a → 0. Using Eq.
(4) one can straightforwardly derive the analogous single
moving mirror model [6, 7] trajectory, where the accel-
erating boundary plays the role of the black hole center.
The resulting particle production emitted by the mirror
can be analyzed through the calculation of Bogoliubov
coefficients between the incoming and outgoing modes.
B. Accelerated Boundary Correspondence
In Kerr spacetime, the temperature of emitted radia-
tion observed by an inertial observer at infinity is
TK =
κ
2pi
=
g
2pi
− k
2pi
=
1
8piM
2β
1 + β
, (6)
where β =
√
1− a2/M2 (see Appendix A for a deriva-
tion). We will show that the same Planck spectrum with
an identical temperature holds for the accelerating mirror
analog. Here g = 1/(4M) is the usual Schwarzschild sur-
face gravity, and k = MΩ2 is the black hole spring con-
stant [38]. The parameter β will allow us to present re-
sults for the continuous range from Schwarzschild (β = 1)
to extreme Kerr (β = 0) solutions.
For a double null coordinate system (u, v), with u =
t− r∗ and v = t+ r∗, the appropriate tortoise coordinate
r∗ is found in the usual way, via
r∗ =
∫
dr f(r)−1, (7)
yielding
r∗ = r +M ln
∣∣∣∣ (r − rp)(r − rm)r2s
∣∣∣∣+ Mβ ln
∣∣∣∣ r − rpr − rm
∣∣∣∣ . (8)
One then has the metric for the geometry describing the
outside region r > rp,
ds2 = −f dudv . (9)
The matching condition (see e.g. [33, 35]) with the flat
interior geometry, described by the interior coordinates
U = T − r and V = T + r, is the trajectory of r = 0,
expressed in terms of the exterior function u(U) with
interior coordinate U . This matching is obtained via the
association, r∗ = r. We take r∗(r = (v0 − U)/2) =
(v0−u)/2, occurring along a light ray, v0. We can choose
either v0 − 2rp ≡ vH or v0 − 2rm ≡ vH because u →
+∞ at U = vH . Without loss of generality, we can set
vH = 0, i.e. v0 = 2rp,m. Choosing v0 = 2rp gives the
correct Schwarzschild limit since for Schwarzschild, rm =
0. Another way of understanding this choice is that the
modes that escape the incipient black hole necessarily
have access to the r = 0 center. Anticipating a transition
to the mirror system, the outer radius is chosen for the
shell position because rp > rm. That is, the modes from
the shell v0 = 2rp will reach the observer at I
+
R first in
both the mirror and black hole system, already having
passed through r = 0 (reflecting off the mirror). Thus,
we choose v0 = 2rp rather than the inner radius which
occurs at an earlier v.
Taking the outer horizon v0 = 2rp, the result for the
exterior coordinate is expressed as
u(U) = U−2M 1 + β
β
ln
∣∣∣∣ U4M
∣∣∣∣+2M 1− ββ ln
∣∣∣∣U − 4Mβ4M
∣∣∣∣ .
(10)
3We can verify that the Schwarzschild expression is repro-
duced for β = 1.
To ensure regularity of the modes, we require that they
vanish at r = 0 such that the origin acts like a moving
mirror in the (U, V ) coordinates. Since there is no field
behind r < 0, the form of field modes can be determined,
such that a U ↔ v identification is made for the outgo-
ing, Doppler-shifted right-movers [2]. We are now ready
to analyze the analog mirror trajectory by making the
identification u(U) ↔ f(v), a known function of the ad-
vanced time v.
Using the standard moving mirror formalism [2], we
study the massless scalar field in (1 + 1)-dimensional
Minkowski spacetime (following e.g. [20]). From Eq. (10)
the Kerr analog moving mirror trajectory is
f(v) = v − 1
2g
1 + β
β
ln |gv|+ 1
2g
1− β
β
ln |gv − β| . (11)
Note that the prefactor of the first logarithm is simply
1/κ (the surface gravity at rp) and the prefactor of the
second logarithm is 1/κm (the surface gravity at rm) and
so for β = 1 the reduction to the Schwarzschild case
(where g = κ) is clear. This is now to be regarded as
the trajectory of a perfectly reflecting boundary in flat
spacetime rather than the origin as a function of coordi-
nates in curved Kerr spacetime. We have reintroduced
g ≡ 1/(4M) to signal that we are now working in the
moving mirror model with a background of flat space-
time, where g is related to the acceleration parameter of
the trajectory.
The rapidity, in advanced time, can be obtained via
−2η(v) = ln f ′(v), where the prime denotes a derivative
with respect to the argument [39]. This yields
η(v) = −1
2
ln
∣∣∣∣1− 1 + β2βgv + 1− β2β(gv − β)
∣∣∣∣ . (12)
The rapidity asymptotes at v = 0, i.e. the mirror ap-
proaches the speed of light at the horizon, u → +∞.
Again, this agrees with the Schwarzschild result for β =
1. The proper acceleration α = eη(v)η′(v) is also eas-
ily found and diverges as v → 0−, with α(v → 0−) =
−κ/√−4κv. Thus, the late-time acceleration is related
to the surface gravity κ, and both will be related to the
temperature of the thermal spectrum of particles pro-
duced. The acceleration goes to zero at v = −∞ as
−β/(g2v2).
The trajectory in a conformal Penrose diagram is plot-
ted in Fig. 1(a), showing the influence of the spin for
different values of β =
√
1− a2/M2, while Fig. 1(b)
displays the influence of the mass for different values of
g = 1/(4M).
III. FLUX, SPECTRUM, AND PARTICLES
For the analog Kerr mirror, we find that the energy
flux is constant at late times. The radiated energy flux
FIG. 1. Penrose conformal diagrams for a class of gener-
alized trajectories of the form Eq. (11), with vH = 0. In
(a), g = 1 with a/M = 0, 0.9, 0.975, 0.999 from blue to dark
orange respectively. In (b), β = 0.5 (a/M = 0.866) with
g = 1/(4M) = 0.5, 1, 2, 5, again from blue to dark orange.
Notice the approach to the advanced time horizon at vH = 0,
with the mirror asymptotically light-like.
F (v) as computed from the quantum stress tensor can be
calculated via the Schwarzian derivative of Eq. (11) [40],
F (v) =
1
24pi
{f(v), v} f ′(v)−2 , (13)
where the Schwarzian brackets are defined as
{f(v), v} ≡ f
′′′
f ′
− 3
2
(
f ′′
f ′
)2
. (14)
4This yields, to leading order in v, near v → 0−,
F =
κ2
48pi
+O(v2) , (15)
where κ = g − k. Here the spring constant arising from
the angular momentum is k = g(1 − β)/(1 + β), which
vanishes for the Schwarzschild case and is maximal for the
extreme Kerr case (forcing κ to zero). See Appendix A
for more details.
Equation (15) is indicative of late time thermal equi-
librium. From Fig. 1 we see that as β decreases (a/M in-
creases), the late-time trajectory is further from the light-
like asymptote (less accelerated), and so as expected, the
particle flux decreases as does the temperature. We next
present the derivation of the accompanying Planck dis-
tribution of the late time thermal equilibrium.
The particle spectrum can be obtained from the beta
Bogoliubov coefficient, which can be found via [40]
βωω′ = − 1
4pi
√
ωω′
∫ vH
−∞
dv e−iω
′v−iωf(v) (ωf ′(v)− ω′) ,
(16)
where ω and ω′ are the frequencies of the outgoing and
incoming modes respectively. After integration by parts
and neglecting the non-contributing surface terms, Eq.
(16) can be written
βωω′ =
1
2pi
√
ω′
ω
∫ vH
−∞
dv e−iω
′v−iωf(v) . (17)
To obtain the particle spectrum, we take the modulus
square,
Nωω′ ≡ |βωω′ |2 . (18)
which gives
Nωω′ =
ω′
2piκω2p
epi(ω/κ)(1−β)/(1+β)
e2piω/κ − 1 |U |
2 , (19)
where U is the confluent hypergeometric Kummer func-
tion of the second kind, given by
U ≡ U
(
iω
κ
1− β
1 + β
,− iω
g
,− iβωp
g
)
. (20)
and ωp = ω
′ + ω.
The mode-mode spectrum Nωω′ is plotted in Fig. 2.
The particle spectrum Nω,
Nω =
∫ ∞
0
dω′Nωω′ (21)
is obtained numerically and plotted in Fig. 3, illustrating
a thermal Planck particle number spectrum at late times.
Multiplying by the energy and phase space factors gives
the usual Planck blackbody energy spectrum.
Thermal behavior can also be seen analytically by a
series approximation on Nωω′ in the high frequency limit
FIG. 2. The mode spectra Nωω′ ≡ |βωω′ |2, setting ω′ = 1 for
illustration. At late times (i.e. ω  ω′) all approach thermal
spectra. Here we have chosen the temperatures to be the
same by setting κ = 1 for Kerr and g = 1/(4M) = 1 for
Schwarzschild.
FIG. 3. The particle count spectra Nω =
∫
Nωω′dω
′. Both
Kerr and Schwarzschild solutions have thermal spectra at
temperature κ/2pi and g/2pi respectively. Here we have cho-
sen κ = 1 for Kerr and g = 1 (= κ) for Schwarzschild, with
the same cases as Fig. 2.
ω′  ω, which amounts to late times, as first intro-
duced by Hawking [4]. As noted already, ω′ is the fre-
quency of the modes that have incoming, left-moving
plane wave form, while ω is the frequency of the sec-
ond set of modes that have outgoing right-moving plane
wave form (see e.g. [40]). Late-time incoming modes be-
come extremely red-shifted by the receding trajectory of
the mirror. The main contribution to the beta Bogoli-
ubov coefficient comes from these high-frequency incom-
ing modes. Therefore they are governed by the asymp-
totic form for high-frequency, which is independent of the
details of collapse. Indeed in this limit (formally both
ω′  ω and βω′  g), the expressions only depend on
the asymptotic acceleration, which is a function of κ only,
and not g and β separately.
5The result is
NKωω′ =
1
2piκω′
1
e2piω/κ − 1 , ω
′  ω , (22)
showing a late time equilibrium temperature of T =
κ/(2pi).
We can compare this to the Schwarzschild mirror [41],
which has beta coefficient squared given by
NSωω′ := |βSωω′ |2 =
ω′
2pig
(
e2piω/g − 1) (ω′ + ω)2 , (23)
with g = 1/(4M) as usual. The Schwarzschild case cor-
responds to β = 1, giving κ = g by Eq. (6) or (A8),
and Eq. (19) reduces exactly to Eq. (23) by the identity
U(0, b, z) = 1 of the Kummer function.
In the high frequency regime ω′  ω, where the in-
coming modes are extremely red-shifted, one has the per
mode squared spectrum Nωω′ := |βωω′ |2 as
NSωω′ =
1
2pigω′
1
e2piω/g − 1 , ω
′  ω, (24)
with the Schwarzschild temperature given by T =
g/(2pi). Equation (24) is the eternal thermal spectrum
for the mirror trajectory [42] of Carlitz and Willey [9].
As expected, Eq. (22) reduces to Eq. (24) for β = 1 (i.e.
κ = g).
IV. FROM KERR TO EXTREMAL KERR
A. Extremal Kerr
The extremal Kerr (EK) limit is defined by J = M2,
or a = M , corresponding to β = 0. This means that
rp = rm = M and we have to redo our derivation in the
β = 0 limit to avoid division by zero in the last term of
Eq. (8). The relevant radial and time pieces of the metric
are given by
ds2 = −f(r) dt2 + f(r)−1 dr2, (25)
with
f(r) = 1− 2Mr
r2 +M2
. (26)
giving a horizon at r = M . The tortoise coordinate is
found by the usual integration Eq. (7), giving
r∗ = r −M + 2M
2
M − r + 2M ln
M − r
2M
. (27)
We perform the standard analysis by matching r∗ = r,
solving for the trajectory of the center and then applying
the regularity condition of the modes. This gives the
moving mirror trajectory,
f(v) = v + 2M − 8M
2
v
− 4M ln
(
− v
4M
)
. (28)
Here we have set the shell to v0 = 2M , so that the horizon
is at vH = 0. Note that the constant term 2M in f(v)
has no effect on the acceleration or flux.
To signal that we are now in flat space with an accel-
erated boundary, we associate M with A, where A is the
limiting uniform proper acceleration of the mirror at late
times,
lim
v→0
α(v) = −A . (29)
This gives M = 1/(2
√
2A). Thus the extremal Kerr case
gives asymptotic uniform acceleration, and so the energy
flux vanishes in this limit v → 0. This is behavior in
common with asymptotically inertial mirrors. The model
still produces an infinite total particle count in contrast
to asymptotic zero velocity (static) mirrors like that pro-
posed by Walker and Davies [43], or the ‘Schwarzschild
mirror with quantum purity’ model [29, 44, 45], which
yield finite total particle count N . An infinite total parti-
cle count is expected from the extremal Kerr case (β = 0)
because infinite soft particles (zero frequency) – an IR di-
vergence – is present for uniform acceleration.
The energy flux is straightforward to derive from
Eq. (13),
F (v) = −Mv
3
(
8M2 − 7Mv + v2)
3pi (8M2 − 4Mv + v2)4 , (30)
and is plotted as the blue curve in Fig. 4.
FIG. 4. The energy flux as computed by the stress tensor.
The total energy from the non-extremal stress tensors are in-
finite because the energy flux is eternally thermal and obser-
vation happens over retarded time: E =
∫
Fdu. The results
have been normalized by 768pi (i.e. M = 1) so that maximum
Schwarzschild thermal emission is F (v = 0) = 1.
The total stress energy is found via substitution of
Eq. (28) and Eq. (30) into
E =
∫ vH=0
−∞
F (v)
df(v)
dv
dv , (31)
which gives
E =
A
48pi
pi − 1√
2
. (32)
6The particle mode-mode spectrum via substitution of
Eq. (28) into Eq. (16) or Eq. (17) gives,
|βωω′ |2 = e
−√2piω/A ω′
pi2A2ωp
∣∣∣∣Kj ( 2A√ωωp
)∣∣∣∣2 , (33)
where ωp ≡ ω+ω′, and j ≡ 1+iω
√
2/A. The total energy
carried by the particles is the same as that derived by the
stress tensor radiation, Eq. (32),
E =
∫ ∞
0
dω
∫ ∞
0
dω′ω|βωω′ |2 = A
48pi
pi − 1√
2
. (34)
B. Comparison with Extreme Reissner-Nordstro¨m
We can compare Eq. (33) for the extreme Kerr (EK)
case with the extreme Reissner-Nordstro¨m (ERN) case
[31],
|βωω′ |2ERN =
e−2piω/AERNω′
pi2A2ERNωp
∣∣∣∣Kq ( 2AERN√ωωp
)∣∣∣∣2 ,
(35)
where q ≡ 1 + 2iω/AERN. The forms are quite similar
but differ in the details. For two equal mass ERN and
EK black holes, the ERN emits more total energy than
the EK,
EERN =
1
72piMERN
' 0.0044
MERN
(36)
EEK =
pi − 1
192piMEK
' 0.0035
MEK
. (37)
Of course, the inverse relationship between acceleration
and mass reverses the situation if instead we take two
equal late-time acceleration ERN and EK mirrors. Then
the EK emits more total energy than the ERN. Since
AERN = 1/(2MERN) and AEK = 1/(2
√
2MEK), we have
EERN =
AERN
36pi
' 0.009AERN (38)
EEK =
AEK
48pi
pi − 1√
2
' 0.010AEK . (39)
Figure 5 compares the integrand of E for the two ex-
tremal mirrors, ω|βωω′ |2. Figure 6 shows the Penrose di-
agram of EK for various asymptotic accelerations, with
a comparison to an ERN trajectory in black.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have derived the particle spectrum
for a rotating Kerr black hole by utilizing the well-
known accelerating boundary correspondence in (1+1)-
dimensional flat spacetime. Kerr black holes are partic-
ularly interesting to understand since they represent the
observed black holes in our universe, and the acceler-
ating mirror approach makes the calculations tractable.
FIG. 5. The integrand Eωω′ = ω|βωω′ |2 for extremal Kerr and
extremal RN with equal asymptotic uniform accelerations,
A = 1. Here we have set ω′ = 10. The surface gravities of the
extreme black holes are zero, i.e. the temperature is undefined
as at no point during collapse do the particles find themselves
distributed according to a Planck spectrum.
FIG. 6. Conformal Penrose diagram for extremal mirror tra-
jectories. The extremal Kerr mirrors are the blue to yellow
trajectories with asymptotic uniform acceleration A = 1, 2, 8,
respectively. The extremal RN trajectory [31] is in black, with
A = 2.
Solving for the beta Bogoliubov coefficients, we find they
can be written in terms of special functions and give rise
to a particle spectrum with a late-time Planck distribu-
tion with temperature proportional to the surface gravity,
κ = g − k. We have seen that the angular coordinates
are degenerate and irrelevant for computing the correct
temperature at late times, reminiscent of the holographic
principle and the 1-dimensional nature of information
7flow [37] for black holes [46].
We presented results for the continuous range from
Schwarzschild (β = 1) to extreme Kerr (β = 0) solutions,
also comparing to the extreme Reissner-Nordstro¨m case.
In particular the temperature of the late-time Planck
spectrum decreases from the Schwarzschild case as one
approaches maximal spin, where the flux finally vanishes.
The accelerated boundary correspondence continues
to be demonstrated as a useful tool, here enabling us
to use our derived Kerr moving mirror solution to con-
firm that the distribution of particles produced from
a Kerr spacetime at late times is the thermal Planck
spectrum, with temperature related to the surface grav-
ity, or alternately mirror acceleration. As mentioned
in the Introduction, several notable geometries, includ-
ing the Schwarzschild, Reissner-Nordstro¨m, and the de
Sitter/anti-de Sitter spacetimes have recently been stud-
ied. The utility of this approach should allow for its
application to more complex metrics such as asymptoti-
cally de Sitter/anti-de Sitter black holes, and accelerated
black holes described by the C-metric [47].
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Appendix A: Derivation of κ = g − k
The first law of black hole mechanics relates the two
essential parameters, (M,J), the mass and angular mo-
mentum of a rotating black hole:
dM =
κ
8pi
dA+ Ω dJ , (A1)
where A is the outer horizon area, κ is the outer sur-
face gravity, Ω is the outer angular velocity, and J is the
angular momentum. The area is known,
A = 4pi(r2p + a
2) = 4pirsrp , (A2)
where rp = M +
√
M2 − a2, a = J/M and rs = 2M .
Equivalently,
M2 =
A
16pi
+ 4pi
J2
A
. (A3)
Therefore, one can differentiate both sides to get,
κ = 8pi
∂M
∂A
∣∣∣∣
J
=
1
4M
−M
(
4piJ
MA
)2
. (A4)
Since
Ω =
∂M
∂J
∣∣∣∣
A
=
4piJ
MA
, (A5)
we have κ = g − k where g = 1/(4M) and k = MΩ2.
This can also be obtained by the usual formula:
κ =
1
2
d
dr
f(r)
∣∣∣∣
r=rp
=
1
2M
− 1
2rp
=
1
4M
− a
2
4Mr2p
, (A6)
thus κ = g − k.
Recalling the notation β =
√
1− a2/M2, we see that
A = 8piM2(1 + β) and
k = M
(
4piJ
MA
)2
=
1
4M
1− β
1 + β
, (A7)
so
κ =
1
4M
2β
1 + β
=
2gβ
1 + β
, (A8)
having the correct Schwarzschild (β = 1) and extremal
Kerr (β = 0) limits.
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